'Education, education, education'. The Blairite slogan appears on the face of it uncontroversial and designed to attract universal electoral support. We all 'know' that education is important as a means to success in a meritocratic society, that qualifications are increasingly crucial for accessing a good career and that university education continues to be rewarded with higher incomes over the course of a working life. We assume, probably rightly, that all parents want to see their children do well at school and that increasing numbers of working-class parents are joining the middle-class in aspiring to a university education for their children.
Yet behind this picture lies a reality of conflict and contradiction. Yes, we value university education, but what for? Is it a consumer good purchased to ensure individual prosperity or a social good designed to promote an enlightened and creative modern society? Is it a means to a job or a tool for personal fulfilment and enrichment? Should it follow the demands of the 'free market' in its provision of courses or should it seek to structure the market in the interests of a flourishing economy and culture? Should it be open to all or confined to those who can best utilize what it offers? Who should pay: the state or parents and students? Who should control the curriculum: the academics, central government, quasi-governmental agencies or students as active consumers? These conflicts over meaning have infused debates over higher education policy since the Blairite period when New labour first introduced university fees, but have reached a crescendo under the Conservative-Libdem coalition, with the raising of fees and the allowing of private providers to enter the HE arena.
While the Conservative-dominated coalition affirms its commitment to open participation and fair access, using the rhetoric of 'free at the point of delivery' to justify the massive hike in fees to up to £27,000 over three years for many universities, a cynic or conspiracy theorist might argue that the coalition have in fact deliberately sought to restructure postcompulsory education to mirror the existing hierarchy and create a system of at least two tiers. The dominant class, to use Bourdieusian terms, possess the necessary capitals, cultural and social as well as economic, to secure their children places in the research-led Russell Group universities (Bourdieu 1996) i . Private education is often a key tool in this process. Meanwhile different segments of the dominated classes are likely to make their way into the lower tiers: the upper segment into the post-1992s, while the lower levels will either remain excluded from HE or find their way in through foundation degrees, FE colleges and possibly private providers. The proposed raising of the participation age (RPA) to 18 by 2015 is likely to encourage more vocational strands in schools and colleges, but also to combine these with new types of partnership provision involving some universities.
Of course, the channelling process outlined above is neither new nor absolute (Bates and Riseborough 1993 ii , Devine 2004 iii ). In this chapter we will be examining the experiences of those young people from the dominated classes who do make it through to the top tier universities, focusing on the role of economic capital. How do economic decisions frame their choices? How have they garnered economic resources to get through their student years? How does their relative lack of economic capital, compared to their middle-class peers, impact upon their study experience? And how much of a disincentive might the incoming fees regime prove for people from a similar class background, given the attempt of the coalition to shift the 'less academic' into vocational types of training?
Methodology; the 'Paired Peers' Project.
The data which we use to explore these questions is taken from a project funded by the Leverhulme Trust and carried out by a team of researchers from the University of Bristol (UoB) and the University of the West of England (UWE). It is a longitudinal qualitative study, using various methods to explore the progress of a cohort of students through the three years of their degree (that is up to bachelor"s level, as some of our participants are on four year courses which include a Master"s). Ideally, we would have liked a fourth year to observe 'what happened next' but Leverhulme limit their funding to three years.
Our aim was to compare systematically the experiences of pairs of students from different classes, in two universities (the traditional 'elite' university of Bristol and the 'new' more teaching-focused UWE), doing the same subjects. Pairs were thus matched in three ways: by class, by institution and by discipline. Our objectives were to note the various kinds of capital the students of different classes brought into their university experience (economic, social, cultural, technical, bodily and so forth), and to explore the various types of capital they acquired over the three years. In this way we can begin an exploration of the the potential offered by university attendance as a vehicle of social mobility, which we are hoping to explore more fully in a follow-up study.
Our target was to recruit a sample of 80 students from ten disciplines (8 from each), involving 40 students from UWE and 40 students from UoB. We aimed to cover a range of disciplines although we were limited to those taught in both universities. Our recruitment strategy involved short presentations about the research at introductory lectures during induction week. Questionnaires and information leaflets were distributed and from the students who volunteered to participate in the research we selected middle-class and working-class individuals who represented a good "match". Expecting that some students would drop out of university or opt to leave the research study, we "over-recruited" and carried out a total of 90 initial biographical interviews from 11 disciplines. Second interviews were conducted with 76 students, including 30 pairs. At the end of the first year of this research, three of the selected students left university and a further five had dropped out of the study.
With the study now in its second year, a further two interviews have been conducted with the cohort. Interviews have been varied, one unstructured, three semi-structured. Some quantitative data have been collected, for example a questionnaire on study skills. We have also collected some visual data (photos of students" rooms, Christmas holiday photos), constructed weekly timetable data and solicited some "day in the life" diaries. Through this range of methods, our aim is to develop an in-depth understanding of student choices and pathways through university, the problems they face and the benefits they accrue.
A note on 'class'
At the core of this research is the comparison of the experiences of students from differing class backgrounds. This, of course, presented both theoretical and operational problems. How did we as social scientists define class? And how could we ascertain the class of our student population and sample, especially in view of the fact the students could be viewed as to some extent removed from class nexus in a moratorium between their class of origin and their class of destination? (see Brake 1980 iv ).
Such problems are not easy to solve. Our predominant issue was the need to operationalize class in finding our pairs of students. This necessitated a simplification of the complexities of class; we sought to classify students using a number of indicators: type of school attended, location, parents" occupations, whether parents had been to university and self-reported class. On the basis of this we divided the cohort into three groups: clearly working class, clearly middle class and "in the middle" -a division which might correspond to the three-class model employed by Bourdieu (1984) v of dominated, dominant and intermediate. We picked our sample of pairs on this basis, but inevitably as we interviewed them and got to know them some of our original placings appeared inaccurate. It seemed to us eventually that our students" backgrounds fell into four clusters: unambiguously middle-class (what in common parlance would be referred to as upper middle-class and even upper class); ambiguously middle-class (might include some self-employed people, teachers, nurses and so forth, people with degrees but working in low-paid work); ambiguously working-class (the same sorts of occupations, but lacking qualifications or having climbed up from lower echelons) and unambiguously working-class (manual and unskilled occupations) (for more detail on the issue of ascribing class in the project see Bathmaker et al 2011 vi ) . Because of our constituency we were able to find 40 people who pretty clearly belonged to the dominant classes, as defined by Bourdieu, but the paucity of unambiguously working-class students in some disciplines led us to draw from the intermediate groupings. We would argue, however, that in Bourdieusian terms, those students we designate as working-class do belong in the dominated groupings, not the dominant, and they do clearly display differentiated patterns of attitudes, experiences and behaviours, as the following sections will show.
Investing in education? The choices of working-class students
Why go to university? The Guardian newspaper and IT company Campus Management recently organized a roundtable with representatives from HE (including the director of marketing from the University of Bristol) to explore student recruitment and retention under the new regime. They concluded that student behaviour was significantly changing. Their needs were more diverse but also more focused and they were becoming much more sophisticated in exploring what was on offer, utilizing the internet , social media and their own networks to make informed choices. Framing this debate was the idea of university as a long-term investment: "students want to know that they are going to get satisfactory, wellpaid jobs" (Swain, The Guardian 28 February 2012) vii .
Data from our project certainly lent some support for this set of arguments. Our participants were questioned on several occasions about how and why their choices were made. In both the first and the second interviews we talked to the students about their reasons for going to university, their reasons for choosing (or ending up at) UoB or UWE and why they had selected their particular courses. Clearly, we received a wide variety of answers , but among them we were able to discern some repeated patterns of response, and on the basis of these we distinguished three sets of orientations towards university, which had structured the transitions of these young people. First was the normative approach among young people who took university for granted, seeing at as the "normal" thing to do (echoing findings of e.g. Reay et al (2005) viii and Atkinson (2010) ix ); those we called "determined planners" who had made a series of rationally considered choices over a period of time; and the "drifters" who had stumbled into university almost by default and who expressed no strong reasons or motivations.
In a minority of cases, a chaotic or disrupted transition had been caused by reverses of fortune or upheavals. Among these we distinguished three different "pathways" into university. Derailment referred to those students who had set out with plans or expectations but had been disappointed or suffered setbacks. A second group of people had been drifting and heading towards non-attendance at university, but had been as it were "rescued' by some intervention, normally by a parent or teacher. Finally we can define a group whose transitions are highly disorganized, whereby a young person may start a degree, leave it, return to another course later in life, or enter into employment for a time before entering HE. This pattern is quite common with mature students, who, however, were not included in our sample. Two students from the sample who quit during their first year fitted into this category.
The "determined planners" were clearly the group displaying the mindset of "professional consumers" as the Guardian characterized them. Interestingly, students from workingclass backgrounds were rather more likely to display this kind of orientation. The table below shows how these orientations were displayed in relation to the participants" class background and the university they were attending. In a number of cases, students expressed attitudes relating to two of the orientations we had distinguished and this is shown in the table. Table 1 shows the distribution of students between pathways. The most striking finding is that working-class students at both universities display the highest level of planning in their decision-making. This determination has propelled them on the first stage of a journey towards possible upward social mobility. In contrast middle-class students are also more likely to follow the default pathway. Working-class students are more likely than middleclass to drift or suffer a disrupted pathway. However, the most disrupted pathways are those of the middle-class students who have ended up at UWE. This suggests that post 1992 universities may have a crucial role in catering for middle-class students who don"t perform as well as they had anticipated. Although some of our middle-class students were disappointed in having ended up at, as one of them termed it, an "ex-poly", they can use their cultural capital to shine in an environment less academically competitive than that at Bristol; for example, one of them has become a student union officer.
We need to explore the reason the young working-class people in our sample chose to pursue their path to university. We should expect, particularly at the current conjuncture , that financial reasons played a major part, and so they did. There was a strong awareness across the whole sample that higher education was a necessity if one aspired to some kind of career path, rather than a job. This was expressed very clearly by Garry, studying history at Bristol and supports findings by Roberts (2012) x whose participants did not find fulfillment through training within the retail sector. Zoe had also selected to do law, but chose UoB for its prestige. She, too, talked about seeing her parents struggle and knew that university was a necessity to escape from the poverty trap of a depressed South Walian township:
Prospects aren"t that great…if you don"t have a degree

I had the ability to do it and so I didn"t want to waste my potential. I"m from an area where I see a lot of deprivation and I see the loons just wandering around jobless and I didn"t want to fall into that bracket. There"s no big opportunities and I"ve always felt I was meant for bigger things. So I thought, I can do this, I may as well utilize what I"ve got, go to university and get a degree. I hope that while I"m here I will find out where I am going to be in life.
Arthur, studying biology at UWE was one of those who had experienced a rescue transition. He had got in with a "bad crowd" and found himself in trouble in and out of school. Firm intervention by his mother (a nurse) got him back into school compliance, but it was a friend who finally steered him into university While there were other working-class students -especially women-who spoke more about their interest in a particular subject, or a desire for self-development, it is clear that the economic factors will weigh heavily on those from disadvantaged backgrounds. So it is not surprising that working-class young people are drawn particularly to the subjects that they believe will lead to a career (in our study law, economics and engineering). It proved harder to find working-class recruits at Bristol University in subjects such as drama, geography and history.
Reading the accounts of Garry, Kyle and Arthur, it is apparent that their choices are firmly grounded in their own specific classed experiences of struggle and limited opportunities, making, as it were, a kind of resource out of their knowledge of the realities of everyday life. They are able to utilize this resource, which we might term experiential capital as a fuel for motivation and decision-making, which can work alongside habitus transformation through pedagogic effort and institutional influences (Bourdieu 2002 xi ; Ingram 2011 xii ) to engender a strong desire for university education. Furthermore, they are able to use their grounded knowledge as an asset to negotiate a degree of prestige and respect with their peers and with their tutors. By contrast, the motivations of the middle-class students are more generalized and less grounded. Adrian, an economics student, is fairly typical: We suggest we can discern a type of class-based aspirationalism grounded in local everyday knowledge of the limitations experienced by their parents and within the localities they have inhabited which guides these young people towards upward mobility. To do so, though, comes at a cost as it means moving out of your "comfort zone" and breaking away from family and old friends. Samantha, a geography student at Bristol , for example, was making this break deliberately, though she told us how all her friends had remained working or studying in her northern home town
I wanted to get a higher level of qualification as well as meet new people, do something, not just go straight out into work and stay in the same northern bubble that I was in, but to remove myself and like go to a completely different environment
The investment such young people make, then, are both economic and psychological (Reay 2001) xiii ; and further costs ensue as they enter student life.
Saving to survive: strategies for funding
Not surprisingly we found that many working-class students at both universities struggle financially both in terms of the basic cost of living away from home and in terms of having an experience of student-hood beyond the acquisition of a degree. The much vaunted "student experience" is understood by many (both the working and middle classes) to be a crucial component of undergraduate life. However, the financial cost of this experience is often taken-for-granted by students from wealthier backgrounds whose parents foot the bill for their accommodation, pay sums of money into their accounts on a monthly basis and send them a Tesco food delivery once a week to ensure that they need not worry about necessities. The less affluent students, on the other-hand, employ various strategies in order to survive and participate in student life. For some. these strategies began before they started university, taking jobs to save for their first year as an undergraduate, either in the summer prior to enrolment on their course or during what many term their gap year. It is important to note that this "gap year" is distinguishable from the culturally enriching travelling to far-flung parts of the globe variety and involves working long hours in retail or catering. The need to work during term-time is an imperative that restricts many workingclass young people"s quality of life as a student ( . Both term-time and pre-term employment have their disadvantages when it comes to university experience in terms of the investment of time that could be used for studying and/or in the acquisition of the "right" sort of capitals that will enhance employability (not to mention the health and social gains of leisure activities).
Pre-term or holiday employment was not exclusively limited to the working-class student. It was, however, more likely to be seen by working-class students as a necessity to fund university survival rather than for added luxuries, fun or travel (as was more likely the case for middle class students). The following two examples illustrate this contrast. While many of the working-class students must use their money to fund their graduate life the more affluent of the middle classes can either afford not to work or to use their earnings to enhance their social and cultural capital through travel or meaningful (i.e. related to future career) employment either before or during university. Thus, the dominant can " appropriate the stakes" before the game even begins (Bourdieu 1990: 64 xvi ). Termtime employment was a further restriction on many working-class students" experience of university. Zoe works twenty hours a week as a waitress while studying for her law degree. Not only does this significantly impact on her available time for study but it causes her to re-evaluate her social activities, in particular socializing in clubs. She says:
Well
But then I get really drunk, go home early because I think it"s rubbish, and then suffer for two days because I get the worst hangovers in the world. During those days I have to work, I have to do uni work -it"s not worth it. And it"s money that I"ve worked so hard for ….how hard I have to work for £4.92 an hour. Like some hours I think I"m going to die, like a crazy, busy hour where you"ve got like so many tables and so much going on, I just think "wow that drink was that hour that I absolutely like hated life for" and it"s just not worth it.
Throughout her interviews Zoe talks of the exhaustion she feels because of trying to both study and earn money. Although a very bubbly and outgoing person, Zoe (as discussed further in the next section) experiences a degree of social isolation at university, a situation that is not helped by the lack of time and economic capital to resource her social self.
Struggling to compete: expenditure, class and difference
The gains from university are not just in terms of acquisition of symbolic capital, in the form of qualifications and of elite types of knowledge which will, it is hoped, lead to the securing of high levels of economic capital by the acquisitors. As the adage has it, "it"s not what you know, it"s who you know". Social networks formed at universities, "old boys" networks" and membership of the Bullingdon Club which will help propel rich young men into positions of national power-holding, are also crucial to the reproduction of dominant class positions. At a less exalted level, university networks can provide useful links for accessing jobs and providing know-how of the professional world; moreover the social and cultural activities available at university are a valuable resource for "cv building". How do our working-class students fare in that respect? Some students are quick to grasp the differences between their previous experiences and those of their middle-class colleagues. Adele at UWE told us she had not joined any clubs because of her lack of relevant skills. Her mother had not been able to propel her through the typical intensive regime of enrichment or "concerted cultivation" (Lareau 2003 xvii ) by which middle-class parents seek to secure a middle-class future for their children.
My mum didn"t push me, she didn"t have the money, and a lot of people I know have "oh yeah when we were little we were sent to ballet", we were sent to this, we were sent to that -I wasn"t. Joining in with the cultural and social activities of their more advantaged peers can be an expensive business, as a number of students told us:
I"m on a lower budget than most of my flat-mates, so, they still want to go out two times a week and like "no I can"t afford to go out two times a week". I"m on about £500 a term, which is £50 a week, which I"m managing quite well because I limit myself. (Samantha)
Their choices of social activities are therefore limited in a way those of their richer colleagues are not. Alfie explains why he took up rock climbing:
The only problem is with quite a lot of them is that they"re quite expensive to go into and I can"t afford really to go into them. Snow sports looks quite good but you have to pay to go to the dry slope every weekend. They have about five holidays or something and they"re like £500 each so it"s a bit too much… rock climbing is the best one really because… I think it was £20 to join and £6 for the induction.. and yeah after that they go to the Lake District for 2 nights for £20 for the whole trip, you know, travel there, two nights there, rock climbing and then back and it just seems really cheap…but all the other ones are quite a lot. I think gliding is about £80 a lesson, which is good compared to normal, you know going to an actual airfield, but it"s still a bit too much. I think a lot of it"s sort of aimed for richer students really. (Alfie) Megan, an English student at Bristol, feels bitterly her exclusion from the activities of her richer friends, especially the music at which she is talented:
My boyfriend is able to do all these musical instruments and they have horses and I love riding and just like things that are all around him all the time I can never keep up with financially. And my other friend, his parents will just give him their credit card like any time and he was always wearing like ridiculously expensive clothing.
The working-class students were realistic about their situations and had learned to operate within them. Yet this does mean that they may be excluded from developing the kind of social assets open to their richer peers: In some cases students responded to the constraints by seeking friendships among their own kind, although this was not a universal pattern. Zoe, however, exemplified it. She told us from the beginning how isolated she felt from those who surrounded her: In her second year she moved in with a group of UWE students whose background she found compatible with hers. Hugely ambitious, she has yet failed to make the contacts that might help her to the wealthy future she aspires too. Such are the hurdles to joining the dominant class 1 .
Banking on the future: the 27k deterrent
And the hurdles are set to heighten. Working-class students already encounter significant obstacles in getting to and getting on in higher education and they have recently done so to the tune of around ten thousand pounds in tuition fees. With the expectation that they will earn more than non-graduates when they leave university this fee has become an acceptable price to many who have not known the pre-Blairite era of free university education. However, with the almost tripling of fees to 27,000 pounds, the cost of a degree is perhaps too high for many working-class students. However, government ministers are complacent on this issue, even arrogantly insinuating that what students will have to pay is not actually a debt. Willetts, the minister for universities and science, for example is dismissive of the reality of university debt, saying: "We're trapped in this language of debt. It's not like leaving university with £25,000 worth of debt on your credit card or anything… it is a graduate repayment scheme that has many of the features of income tax. It's not like some debt around their necks." (Willetts quoted in Atkinhead, D., The Guardian 20 th November 2011 xviii ). This demonstrates an extraordinary lack of understanding about the experience of ordinary working-class people for whom debts of £27,000 are significant., Families who are likely to be particularly affected by the fees are those whose household income is above the threshold for widening participation grants and bursaries. Arguably, the grants and bursaries do not go far enough in assisting all working-class students to access higher education. Indeed many of what we have identified as working-class students in our sample are from households that are not eligible for additional financial support. Although not the poorest of the working-classes these students are often the first generation in their families to go to university and do not have the privileged knowledge of the higher education system that their middle class peers have absorbed through familial cultural capital, let alone the economic capital to finance their education. For these families university education is a significant financial burden leaving many students feeling guilty about putting financial pressure on their families. Although their income is above the threshold they do not have the disposable income to comfortably support their children"s university education. Zoe, for example, highlights this issue. Many working-class students feel the financial squeeze at university under the initial three and a half grand tuition fees. Given the sharp increase in fees, which these students feel lucky to have escaped, would the working-class cohort still consider going to university? The simple, and perhaps surprising, answer is mostly yes. It appears that many students have bought into the government rhetoric of "free at the point of delivery". Moreover, these students do not think about their student debt because they "don"t see the money" exchange hands. The debt is an almost invisible and certainly intangible entity that they need not worry about until a later date. And as nearly all of our students are optimistic about their future earning potential, despite the recognition that there is currently considerable graduate unemployment, this future debt is considered entirely manageable. Both Harvey and Tony, for example, exemplify this conceptualization of student debt as an investment in the future. However, in light of the reality of the graduate job market, it is unlikely that the future will be quite as manageable as they expect. In their recent book, and associated publications, Brown et al (2010) xix refer to the opportunity trap where the expectation of graduate careers and a good life cannot be realized by all because of the "inherent tension, if not contradiction, in the relationship between capitalism and democracy" (Brown 2003: 141 xx ). The expansion of higher education and the uncertainties of the job market increase the competition for the elusive well-paid career and the middle-classes are better positioned to arm themselves for this struggle. It would therefore seem appropriate to claim that the government is capitalizing on working-class young people"s aspirations by mis-selling the dream of a better life for the not insignificant risky investment of 27,000 pounds. Burdening the aspiring working-classes with a crippling debt increases the likely outcome of inequality in terms of quality of life. Not only do the middle classes still have the odds stacked in their favour when it comes to coming out on top in the graduate market, but they are better positioned to manage their debt through family support and inheritances, and it is perhaps On other hand, they show resilience in overcoming these obstacles and a strong resolve to do well educationally, building on the personal resources they developed in order even to get to university with the odds stacked against them. Although we focus here on their instrumental approaches to higher education as a means to a better future, many of our students also expressed a love of learning and knowledge. It is our contention that these aspirational working-class students need to be supported in their endeavours, since high aspirations are not enough in themselves to lead to success. The current government"s apparent liberalism needs to be realized through better financial support for working-class young people. Financial backing is needed to alleviate the economic difficulties they experience at university, giving them a proper chance of a decent future. Instead they are being hampered with unprecedented levels of debt which will not enhance future prospects. The Government should not one-handedly encourage aspiration and on the other hand erect barriers impeding the realization of such aspirations.
As
Perhaps this contradiction betrays the lack of genuine conviction in the widening participation agenda and the equalising of both opportunity and outcome as David Cameron exposed through his unfortunate comment to factory workers: "Do you think it's right that your taxes are going to educate my children and your boss's children?" (Hari, The Independent, April 1 st 2011 xxi ). It is clear from this comment that Cameron assumes that university education is not for the children of working-class factory workers. This kind of thinking lies behind the push to channel "less academic" (ie deprived of cultural capital) children into vocational training. Leaving this prejudiced thinking aside, it is important to ask a question back to the Prime Minister -why shouldn"t your taxes, and those of your privileged ilk, pay for the university education of the children of the economically deprived working-classes? If the government are genuine about their desire for social equality, then logically they should do so. 
